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Slotted Wall Polyethylene
Grommet Edging with

Adhesive - Clear

$1.49
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Grommet edging protects and prevents wires and cables from chafing against sharp edges. This new
grommet edging comes with a pressure sensitive adhesive that lines the base of the product. This provides
for an easy, clean and secure application. Apply the product in the normal fashion and then apply thumb
pressure to activate the adhesive and the installation is complete. Slotted wall is best for very irregular angles
and curves.

Description

*** Price is per foot ***

Grommet edging protects and prevents wires and cables from chafing against sharp edges. This new
grommet edging comes with a pressure sensitive adhesive that lines the base of the product. This provides
for an easy, clean and secure application. Apply the product in the normal fashion and then apply thumb
pressure to activate the adhesive and the installation is complete. Slotted wall is best for very irregular angles
and curves.

Use to prevent abrasion against the sharp edges of computer case mods
Base is lined with a pressure sensitive adhesive
Available in natural and weather resistant polyethylene
Use on both straight and irregular shaped surfaces

Features

Features:

Adhesive lined
No liner to remove from adhesive
Polyethylene material
Slotted or solid wall construction

Benefits:

Allows for a clean, durable application with minimal dwell time
Ensures the product will stay where it is installed
No need for messy adhesives
Increases productivity
Lowers total installed costs
Economical and durable
Highly flexible
For inside curves, outside curves and straight paths

Specifications
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Product Line: Grommet Edging -
Adhesive Lined

RoHS Compliancy Status: Compliant

Material: Polyethylene

Color: Natural or Black

Height (In.): 0.16

Height (mm): 4.1

Length (ft.): 100

Width (In.): 0.13

Width (mm): 3.3

Flammability Rating: UL HB

Ft. Per Pkg.: 100

Outside Depth (In.): .160

Outside Depth (mm): 4.1

Outside Width (In.): .131

Outside Width (mm): 3.3

Panel Thickness Range (In.): .036 � .062

Panel Thickness Range (mm): .9 � 1.6

Additional Information

SKU GEE-NAT05

Weight 0.1000

Color Clear

Case Accessory Type Case Materials

Vendor SKU/EAN GEE62F-A-C / 70043675
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